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About This Game
As a child, father often told Laura that she is special. But Laura's father died before her full age, and Laura didn’t knew what
her father had said about her speciality. In memory of her father Laura kept as remembrance an amulet “the Dream catcher” her father gave it to Laura since she was a little girl, as Laura complained that she has nightmares.
Suddenly her favorite Dream catcher disappears, and Laura falls asleep during her concert. The doctors shrug their shoulders she fell into a liturgical dream, and in spite of all their efforts she’s not coming back to life. There it was the Professor Sanders
offered his services.
We play for an Professor’s Assistant - volunteer, who offered himself to participate in the experiment, and bring Laura back to
life.
With help of Professor’s invention - “the Dreams Machine” - the player will have to make the dangerous journey through the
subconsciousness of Laura, find her, and try to get to wake up getting to know about the reasons why she fell into a coma.
Destroying Laura’s nightmares one after another, the player realizes that Laura guides him to her, leaving the pages from her
diary and tips. Laura becomes stronger with every destroyed nightmare - it is seen by the fact that scary world transformes little
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by little.
Gradually, the player learns about the Sandman, the Dream Guardians, and the fact that Laura is chosen, the world was waiting
her appearance for many years.
Having collected all Dream catcher, Laura plans to destroy the Sandman, and to interrupt the dreaded rite.
Now when Laura got her Dream catcher, the Sandman has no control over her, but he is furious and promises to revenge. And
his next victim – Tim – the best friend of Laura. To be continued.

Key features:
Original game world
An intriguing plot
50 game locations
16 mini-games
More than 50 3D movies and cutscenes
Unique meta-game on the beholders’ search (Hidden Object’s variation mechanics)
Meta-game on Dream catcher’s search (puzzle)
Meta-game on diary pages’ search with gaming events’ background
2 game modes (normal and advanced)
Achievements’ System
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Title: Dreamscapes: The Sandman - Premium Edition
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Shaman Games Studio
Publisher:
1C Entertainment, Playrix
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2014
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish
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I recently purchased this as it was on sale (I already have this via Big Fish games) & I discovered it was the premium version
with wallpapers, screensavers, artwork, strategy guide & music (the one I\u2019d purchased from BFG is just the standard
version with no premium version available from them).
The mouth movement is out of sync but this no doubt is down to the characters \u2018speaking\u2019 a different language to
English so will appear strange.
I\u2019ve only had one crash where several lines of text appeared on a transparent background, I closed the game & reopend &
I haven\u2019t seen this since.
I love finding & collecting the \u2018eyes\u2019 & I always miss at least one.
A map would\u2019ve been a welcome addition.
Currently the game is on sale for .99p so is worth a try.. pros
+ gorgeous looking and colorful background artwork
+ mini games and puzzles are easy and fun. (if you don't want to challenge)
+ engaging fantasy world and atmosphere
+ story is exciting and intriguing
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save
+ background musics perfectly fits game's atmosphere
+ there are many extra features (bonus chapter, wallpapers, screensavers, artwork)
cons
- game could have been longer.
- awful lip sync in cut scenes
- voice acting hit or miss
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.

this is an better than average adventure game. despite the fact that there are no hog scenes i m still recommended!
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